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It has often been said that we learn best by doing. But there are

some activities which are in appropriate, ot dangerous, or too
expensive, or require too much time to bring into the classroom. In
such cases computer simulations provide a realistic alternative.

"The computer is the Proteus of
machines. Its essence is its
universality, its power to simulate.
Because it can take on a thousand
forms and can serve a thousand
functions, it can appeal to a thousand
tastes."
(Seymour Papert 'MINDSTORMS';
Childr€D, Computers and Powerful
Ideas)

INTRODUCTION
At Melbourne's Tullamarine airport the air-
controllers are training in readiness for a

swing over from a manual tracking system
to a highly sophisticated computer system
called the Air Traffic Control Automated
Radar Display System, ATCARDS.
(Pamela Williaffis, 'Flying into the 21st
Century', Today's Computers,
September 1985) .

Two controllers, Geoff Danks and
Michael Webb, have used a Wicat 150
desktop computer running the WISE
(Wicat Interactive System for Education)
authorising software to build a series of
computer games and lessons. These
programs are designed to help the other
controllers, some of whom have never

used a typewriter, to develop the necessary
keyboard skills. At the present time they
track aircraft movements with a

combination of radar and small squares of
clear plastic they call shrimp boats, which
are moved manually across the screens.

One of the training system's programs is
a graphics game called 'hang-glider'. A
character appears on the screen and the
controller must match the character from
the keyboard to prevent the graphically
represented hang-glider from crashing into
the mountains and other obstacles which
appear on the screen.

Danks and Webb feel strongly that the
use of graphics is an essential component
of computer-based training. They relate
that although many controllers initially
resisted using a keyboard, there is now a

constant flow of people to the training
room.

Today we seem naturally to associate
simulations with computers. Some
computer simulations are of the training
kind such as the example just described.
Other computer simulations, or models,
are used to predict trends or study possible

outcomes. They vary from the common
spreadsheet through to the complex
systems which model the USA/USSR
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arms race (BYTE, October, 1985) . But it
hasn't always been so.

The British claim to have consciousl.t
designed the first simulator. The 'Link
trainer' was used during the Second Woric
War to train RAF pilots. It consisted of a

dummy cockpit set up in a hangar with a

canvas hood over it. The trainee pilot
climbed inside and attempted to 'fly' the
plane. His actions at the controls could be

observed on counters and dials outside the
'cockpit'. The 'Link trainer' allowed the
pilot to experience a model of the rea',

fiying situation and to make mistakes

without damaging a real plane, a scarce
commodity in those days. The pilot couli
make mistakes and learn from them, ani
his superiors could judge his combat
readiness.

Our fairground and amusement arcades
are full of machines and games we could
describe as simulators. What child hasn't
enjoyed a simulated horse ride on the

Hurdy Gurdy or bumped into other cars on
the DoCgem track or driven a racing car on
an arcade machine? Who hasn't been
thrilled by the simulated Haunted House
and the Ghost Train?

I well remember as a small child al

school, learning about the Feudal Syste rn

of Mediaeval times. My teacher \\ as

concerned to have us understand whai :t

meant to swear fealty to the Lord of ti'.e

Manor. He had us come fonvard, one at a

time, and kneel before him. We had to p;
our hands up in an attitude of prayer anc
make some obsequious statement. tu
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simulations go it was not all that
impressive, but the situation created a

lasting impression on my young mind. I

remember pledging myself that no matter
what the future brought, I would never
become a peasant in a feudal village.

It has long been understood in
educational circles at least, and probably by
most parents ever since time began, that
children learn best by doing. Simulations,
which model real situations and allow
children to experience various topics at first
hand, have been used in education for
many years and have taken many forms.

Possibly the most common form of
simulation in the classroom in the past has

been what we term 'role play'. The
Mediaeval example described above is one
such activity. A far more involved role
playing simulation is 'Negotiating the
Treaty of Versailles l9l9' (Tradition,
June 1978), a history simulation for senior
students. In this simulation game, dS it is

called, players are allocated roles to play
and are expected to make decisions and
enter into negotiations just as if they were
the statesmen involved in negotiation the
peace with Germany at the end of the First
World War, the main characters being, of
course, Woodrow Wilson (USA) , David
Lloyd George (UX) , Georges Clemenceau
(France) and Vittorio Orlando (ltaly) .

Another popular form of simulation has

been the board game. The familiar
Monopoly is only one of many board
games which attempt to simulate a real
situation. I'm sure readers would all be able

to name simulation board games played in
homes for entertainment. In schools similar
games have been devised to help children
understand concepts such as cooperation
and sharing. 'The Fishing Game' came
into schools as part of the controversial
'Man, A Course Of Study' (MACOS)
materials. In this game the players take the
part of eskimos fishing for their subsistence.
They quickly learn that the only way to
survive is to form groups and share the
catch. A recent simulation game called
'Job Hunt' is used extensively with
secondary students to help them
understand the forces at work in assisting
them or working against them in their
search for employment in today's society.

In the past, simulations have taken many
guises, but increasingly they are being
presented in a computerised form. Perhaps
the most easily recognised computer
simulation is the flight simulator. This type
of simulation was originally designed for
the purpose of training military and
commercial pilots, but today most of us

can, if we so desire, learn to fly in our own
homes. Flight simulators are available for
most types of microcomputers. and they
can be used seriously to teach the basic

concepts of flying, or purely for
entertainment as a complex arcade game.

DEFINITIONS
In my introduction I have used the terms
simulation, simulation game, and
role play indiscriminately. It is time to
clarify the differences between them.
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Robert Shannon in Systems
Simulation: The Art and the Science
described simulation thus:
"simulation is the process of
designing a model of a real system
and conducting experiments with this
model for the purpose either of
understanding the behaviour of the
systern or of evaluating various
strategies for the operation of the
system."

In Shannon's definitioo, d simulation is

a straight model which allows the user to
test various values or strategies. A
spreadsheet is one such model. Having set

up a budget, the user can change one
value and note the effect that change
would have on the other values. A town
planner could use a formal simulation to
test the effect on public utilities such as

water, power, sewerage systems and
transport systems on changes in the
population structur e of a city.

The term Simulation Gasne suggests

that an element of fun is added to the
traditional simulation. Zuckerman and
Horn suggest that the added elernent is

competition:

"Games are interactions among
participants to achieve pre-specified
goals. These interactions may feature
cooperation within groups, but
competition either among individuals
or groups distinguishes gaming."

The distinction between simulations and
games is not clear. There are some
simulations and some games that can be

clearly categorised as one or the other. For
example, tennis is clearly a game, and a

budgeting spreadsheet is clearly a

simulation. But other activities can contain
aspects of both simulations and games.

Chess, for instance , would normally be

considered a game, but it could be argued
that this 'game' is really a simulated war.
On the other hand a flight simulator
program is what its name suggests, but is
now often used as a game by people who
have no intention of ever sitting behind the
controls of a real aircraft.

In addition to Simulations and
Simulation Games we have a related type
of computer program called Adventure
Games. Peter Gerrard, ifi Exploring
Adventures on the Connmodore 64,
described Adventure Games in this way.
He said:
"Adventure Games . . . are the games
for the thinker, rather than the person
of action."







Each approach is a valid one, and each
has its place in the educational scene.
Some topics, such as nuclear explosions,
natural disasters and pure science
applications are not at all suited to a

Simulation Game approach. On the other
hand, many of the humanities and social
science topics need to be presented in a
game format to have an appeal at all to
students.

Topics which have been presented
successfully as Simulation Games include
small business management garnes such as

Lemonade, Icecream Sales and
Hamburger Stand, several Farm
Management games, mining games
including Oil Explorer and Opat Miner
and the weather game Weather Watch,
in which weather forecasters compete in a
national weather forecasting competition
by interpreting synoptic charts.

Simulation Games include at least some
of the following characteristics. They
o will both entertain and teach;
o ernbody the characteristics of a

simulation including presentation of
reality, allowing the student to make
choices and experience consequences,
and concentration on the central issues;

o include the opportunity for role
play so that the student becomes
actively involved through the exercise of
imagination;
will often encourage or even
demand that several students take
part in the activity, thus providing
the opportunity for group interaction,
including discussion, shared decision
making and friendly competition;
encourage the developrnent of
skills required to work out
strategies to solve problems or reach
goals.

USING ADVENTURE GAMES
Teachers have discovered that Adventure
Games are extremely effective motivators
and stimulators of language development,
and are of benefit to children with their
story and poem writing and drama. In
addition they have been used to help
children understand directions and
develop map reading skills, increase
problem solving skills and help develop
social skills such as cooperation and group
decision making.

Julie Rhodes of the Northern Territory
Education Department, in an address to
the Third Australian Computer Education
Conference held in Brisbane in July, 1985,
described a project with a composite Year
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5/6 class in which the Adventure Game
Florvers of Crystal was used as a vehicle
to integrate the curriculum.

Flowers of Crystal is an Adventure
Game in which the player visits the world
of Crystal and helps to find the long lost
Crystal Flower, a special plant with mystical
powers which is the only means of saving
the planet from ecological ruin.

In this project the children spent five
weeks working almost exclusively on tasks
flowing from their piaying of the Adventure
Game. The game theme provided
motivation for all of their study except
some Maths work. At the conclusion of the
study, comments from children included:
"f think that the more exciting the
work is, the more the child will want
to learn about it."
"We learnt to rnake more decisions
and to write things in more detail."
"\f,/e did a lot of planning and using
our brains."

a
!:

"Mum came and looked once She
thought it was great."
"I think we should always do this."

Teachers have been quick to capitalise
on the intrinsic motivation of this type of
computer program. Jacaranda has used
the Adventure Game format to present
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map reading and problem solving activities

in their programs Raft Away River and

Gold Dust Island. 4MAT has produced

some excellent language development
programs in Adventure Game style with
Granny's Garden, SpaceX, Flowers of
Crystal and Dinosaur Discovery. Other
titles popular with teachers include The
Magic Sword, Spooky Manor, The
Hobbit and Volcano of Raka Tua. The

locally written Survive is another

Adventure Game rapidly becoming

popular, particularly with teachers of lower

secondary children.

Early Adventure Games suffered from
the disadvantage that there was in each

case only one set of correct responses.

Thus once a player had solved the game, it

held no further interest. Some of the more

recent Adventure Games, such as

Jacaranda's Raft Away River, which have

been written specifically for educational

purposes, can be solved in a number of

different ways. This allows for a more

creative approach. The child's imagination

can be stimulated to a much greater

degree, and the program becomes more

useful as a motivator for an intergrated

curriculum approach, or even just to

stimulate more imaginative written
language.

Adventure Games can be used widelY

across the curriculum. A single theme

could lead to activities in each of these

subject areas:

Language Development
Creative Writing
Drama
Reading
Art
Craft
Music
Problem Solving
Mathematics
Physical Education

Alternatively, students can plan and

write their own Adventure Games as a
creative activity. Teachers can make the

most of the strategy developing and

problem solving skills involved, as well as

the social skills required when an

Adventure Game is played as a group

activity.

CONCLUSION
The k"y to modern education is

motivation. Children today are constantly

besieged by a wide range of stimuli from
television sets, radios and cassette players,

their friends and their activities. They have

learned to screen out the messages that are

pouring into their eyes and ears that are not
relevant at the time. Their brains have set

up very eff.ectlve screens to unwanted
information even before they begin school.

Teachers have the difficult task of trying
to make their lessons relevant, so that their
students will want to listen and remember.
In this the computer is an invaluable aid.

Most children seem to be captivated by the

intrinsic motivation of the computer
screen. The challenge to teachers is to
capitalise on this attraction in their
endeavour to educate their pupils as

effectively as possible.

Good educational software will pass

over to the student some of the

responsibility for running the program.
There will be choices to make and there will
be consequences of some kind or other

such as positive rewards, helpful hints,

gentle reminders and scores. The student

will also be able to progress through the
program at his/her own pace. For

instance, instructions pages will wait for a
spacebar keypress before turning, to cater

for different reading speeds.

Simulations add an extra dimension in

that the student assumes a role and is

encouraged to take a full part in the

running of the program. That involvement
provides the rnotivation for the student to
take the activity seriously and give it full
attention, thus maximising the learning that

can take place. In addition they bring into
the classroom situations which could not
normally be experienced at first hand.

There is a great differ ence between reading

something in a text book or being told
something by the teacher, and actually
playing a role in the scenario and having

some first hand input.

Simulations, Simulation Games and

Adventure Games are designed to fit within
a normal curriculum and reinforce concept
learning. They are not designed to replace

the teacher but merely to be powerful
auxiliary aids to learning. Viewed as such,
there can be no doubt that they have an

important part to play in the education of

everv child.
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